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Extraordinary General Meeting 

held on the 5th July, 2018  

commencing at 7.30 pm at  

Mold Rugby Club,  

Chester Road, Mold CH7 1UF  

 

MINUTES 

 

 

(19:33 meeting started) 

 

1. Apologies:  

 

Jill Collins, Neil Williams, Kevin Denton.  

 

Volunteers to be tellers for the ballot  Huw Dodd and Mark Morgan are selected.  

 

Llyr Williams, Swayne Johnson  - Club solicitor present to advise re legal issues.  

 

2. Resolution A - agenda read out  

 

Stuart Ferguson asked for pros and cons for staying a charity. Llyr outlines company legislation to 

deal with if you are a company. Grant funding if you are a charity. The CIO is a straightforward vehicle 

to operate and still gives members limited liability without communication with Companies House and 

legal entity in it’s own right. e.g. hold property and donations can be gift aided and therefore potentially 

easier to raise funds. They are the main pros of being a charity. Steve Moon outlines figures of 

donations giving more money back to the club. We can be more creative with funds in that way. 

Donation - can be 20% or 40% if higher tax payer. HW is asked if any limitations on funding - only 

limitation is grant funding against asset. 

 

John Green - asks have we used any grants or any obligations if we changed back to a limited 

company. Steve Moon mentions utilising gift aid this year.  
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Eddie Kirby mentions pitch change to 4G and waiting for council papers to be signed. Chairperson 

stated that he was not aware of that. Steve Moon said that we would need the asset to apply for the 

grant.  

 

Gwyn Mitchell listening to the pros, can you tell us what you plan on doing to take advantage of that. 

If people knew where they were going they may be happier with the journey. Chairperson is waiting 

for the grant deal - community assets transfer is needed to then ask for grants.  

 

Gwyn Mitchell - why is there a stumbling block as hearing this for years. Llyr this is something being 

worked on for 2 years or more and FCC keeping changing the goal posts. To be eligible for a large 

grant you need a 99 year lease. The council initially offered that two years ago and since then have 

gone down to 27 year which is not acceptable to the WRU. We are continuing to negotiate that in 

order to then apply for the grant. Mark Morgan why did they stipulate that. Llyr we are trying to find 

that out hence the negotiations. They are saying thats what they are doing at the moment unless we 

can demonstrate a need for longer. We have obtained a letter from the WRU but they deemed that 

as insufficient and FCC have said that they need a grant in principle to consider it. This is a new lease 

we are talking about and not under a community asset lease.  

 

Someone asks what are the next steps/what is next: Llyr says that it is up to the Trustees to decide. 

One step would be for the Trustees to decide if they make an application. Steve Moon states that the 

club have lodged a formal complaint to the council and also considering a PR campaign.  

 

We seem to hold on to the issue over the field. Is there any difference over that if we were a company 

or charity. Chairperson, HW and SW say no difference. 

 

Phil Cottle raises question about the resolution – Gavin Flint and Steve Moon states that the trustees 

decided to put it on. 

 

Brad Miller states charity status is a benefit.  

 

Gwyn Mitchell - people need to hear a plan rather than no change and waiting on the grant/field.  
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Chairperson - need to secure the pitches, develop artificial pitch and lighting. 1981 the building was 

put up. All these things need replacing but we have felt the block has been securing the land in the 

name of the club. We have felt unable to commit the club in those circumstances. FCC moving the 

goal posts and we have complained about this. FCC deal very slowly and it is frustrating. We want to 

move forward but how can we do that when there is uncertainty about the most important thing which 

is the playing surface. Gwyn Mitchell said if they are not giving  more than 25 years to us should we 

plan for the worst. PC how long left on the current lease - Sian answers 21 years. Llyr you would start 

from scratch not add to the current term of the lease.  

 

Darren Martin Someone states that the trustees are not sharing with the members - we feel that the 

board is not sharing their vision and communicating with their members and it brings about rumours 

and talking in corners. We know you have the best intentions but people need to know the vision. 

 

Steve Moon need funding to do something - is it easier to get funding as a charity than a company. If 

want funding is if charity - an easier way - or we go to businesses and the community. Chairperson 

endorses that. 

 

Gavin Flint we are better off as a charity. Put it to the floor. Motion to do that.  

 

Resolution A: In favour to remain as a charity - all members voted in favour - unanimous.  

 

 

3. Resolution B - increase trustees from 6 to 9: 

 

Brad Miller discussions with others seems to support 9. We need a new structure. Suggests it is a 

benefit to where the club needs to go. 

 

Conrad Jones asks why the suggested increase from 6 to 9: Steve Moon two reasons. One: 

irrespective of the structure, we have struggled to fill those positions over time. Minimum over time. 

Increasing to 9 makes it more workable. The second reason, it allows diversity of talent. 
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Phil Cottle if struggling for 6 how are we going to fill 9. Steve Moon if we have a maximum then it may 

attract others.  

Gavin Flint we have been told why the trustees have suggested the increase. I understand the time 

that is needed especially if people work. Concerned from a transparency point of view that there is 

another reason for increasing - club solicitor letter - the max grant is £15,000 unless the structure 

changes. 

 

Llyr the £15,000 came from a previous meeting. Sian - its not numbers its the standards. It’s ensuring 

that the number of trustees we have represent all sectors. Llyr it is about getting participation from all 

sub committees who deal with the sections to be trustees as well.  

 

Gavin Flint has no problem with that. The members are entitled to know that it is a reason and that 

there is a limit on funding depending on structure. 

 

Aaron Jones why are we so hell bent on a 4G pitch when we have other facilities that need more 

attention. Was it voted in? Chairperson - that is the way we would like to move forward, facilities to 

play on all the time. It is not a definite it is an idea that the trustees would like to move in that direction. 

Aaron states that other more plausible options may need exploring. Chairperson focuses back on the 

agenda about the resolution.  

 

Llyr apologises for any misunderstanding on his part that meant he wrote that letter Gavin Flint 

referred to. Gavin Flint that is still what you are saying - more trustees and more representation. 3 

more people and that they come from all sectors. No mention has been made that it will affect size of 

grant.  

 

Sian we could go back to the WRU and say that the director represents all sectors and the treasurer 

represents all sections. We don’t need an increase as such. It could be covered that way. Gavin Flint 

mentions meeting on 7/6 with the Trustees. Gavin Flint mentions that Sian, at that meeting, said that 

the maximum grant was £15,000. If you are saying with the 6 that you have the full representation. 

Sian states - WRU need the lease which is the problem. Chairperson asks if the increase is seen as 

needed - GF agrees but feels that transparency is the issue. 
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Aled Ellis suggest vote on Resolution B. 

 

Phil Cottle  when did the goal posts move to say that more than 6 is needed? 10 months ago we have 

various section representatives and they were told they weren’t needed. Llyr states that it was a 

misunderstanding on his part. He apologies for the information given to Gavin Flint if it is incorrect 

and clouded people’s judgment. Steve Moon says that the suggestion was his. Should have done 

from the start. 

 

Conrad Jones  2 years ago sat down for a strategic plan - to bring people together as a hub with 

hopefully a new club house. If still have that ambition to be a community sports club what would 

happen if the cricket club wanted to join in how would that work with the trustees. Would it not be 

prudent to amend the document to say not less than 9 and not more than 12 or 14. That would enable 

us to allow for that. 

 

Llyr says that “not less than” would be workable - can see no reason that the wording is changed.  

 

Chris Davies says that if did that we struggle with 7 so may create difficulties. 

 

Tudor Hughes - thought would have done the homework and got nine names? Sian - representatives 

from the sections who are on the committee. You have three by default. Tudor - we are here to 

sanction it therefore vote. 

 

Darren Martin people put off being a trustee by job descriptions etc - HW trustees represent the club 

as a whole. Only need a chair, secretary and treasurer. 

 

Gavin Flint asks if its in the constitution the the trustee doesn’t have to be a member of the club? HW 

strictly speaking yes.  

 

Vote on Resolution B - 6 to 9 trustees. Those in favour all others. Objections - 1. 

 

Gavin Flint does that mean that we have to go to the Charity Commission to change the constitution 

within 15 days and becomes effective once they have approved it. Confirmed by the Chairperson. 
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4.  Resolution C (a): 

 

Sue Miller what is the process for voting on the different section trustee members. Llyr they will have 

to vote and co-opt. Sue Miller asks if a EGM is needed?  

 

Llyr the trustees are able to co-opt members until the next EGM when they are ratified. Sue Miller the 

different sections will want to choose. Ed Kiley already done that by electing the chair. Sue Miller not 

necessarily the chair it can be a member. Chairperson states that the section simply votes. GF states 

that SM is right if they have had the EGM is it going to be the sections can go to their membership to 

choose. HW how the sections do it will be governed by the by laws between the trustees and the 

sections. Imagine they would want it to be properly representative and if they want to hold an EGM 

then they can do that. The trustees wont decide. It is up to the sections whether it is the committee 

who decides or throws open to the membership. 

 

Sian - confirms that the strategic plan mentioned by Conrad Jones was shared with all members and 

circulated on the 8th March, 2017.  

 

Brad Miller option A we want - 9 people who represent all. It is obvious A is a no brainer.  

 

Gwyn Mitchell members want to have an opinion it is not disruption. Not everyone agrees with Brad 

Miller. We all have a right to an opinion and don’t have to agree. 

 

Colin Ellis frustrated when on the committee. Disruption may not be the right word but it is frustrating. 

It’s about moving forward. Option A is the more sensible option. He calls for the vote. 

 

What is the difference between the options A and B. Llyr option A trustees would be responsible for 

running the club with other sections being sub-committees of that body. Management committee 

would take responsibility for the overall running of the club. The charity commission requires that the 

trustees have ultimate responsibility therefore when you have a management team as well - paid 

means you can’t be trustees. The constitution allows delegation to sub-committee. It also says that at 

least one number of the sub-committees need to be a trustee as well. That would mean the 

management committee would need a member too. The benefit of limited liability is that you limit it 
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unless it is fraud or negligence. For larger organisations a management committee can make sense. 

Pros from that as well.  

 

RH asks for clarification on how it works at the moment - trustees decide and vote between 

themselves. Feels that won’t get the numbers for a management committee. Llyr AGM would ratify. 

Management structure offers that extra layer of people knowing what is going on. Gavin Flint not 9 

extra people, it could be as low as 7. We propose that the trustees wouldn’t have a role other than be 

a trustee and the committee make all the decisions. The workload on trustees is onerous. 

Management committee deal with day to day. Accept it is going back to where the club was 

approximately 18 months ago but it is giving membership an understanding of what is happening 

Minutes from meetings could go from the management committee to the trustees.  

 

Paul Barnes mindful that made a positive step to 9 that it is more representative. Pro-active step and 

why don’t we bed that it. Failure has been communication which will improve by what we have already 

voted on. Suggest we should allow this first step to bed in.  

 

Andy Cottle says lets get 9 and representatives from the sections and move on.  

 

Helen Moon - says that her section communicate well with the trustees and others should do the 

same.  

 

Mark Morgan - big difference between option A and B - doubts about B being achievable. Believe in 

delivering processes - if option B as I would need to buy into the person to deliver the resolution.  

 

Conrad Jones not 17-18 - trustees not necessarily members of the club and can be members of the 

community with expertise. If we get the board of trustees sorted out and the transfer and the grant 

then we will have to adopt the charity commission guidelines which then separate the trustees from 

the day to day running of the club. The guide is about a million pounds. Separate board of trustees 

from day to day running. You have to ask yourself why you are not doing that. Non-members set the 

way forward who have experience and expertise. Club is going through a massive transition 

potentially.  
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Aled - 3 reps from each section gives opportunity. They are very important to the club being 

successful. 

 

Brad Miller not questioning chairpersons ability to do this but we need to know. Phil Cottle why would 

it be positive to go back to where we have been? Gavin Flint case of going forwards under a charitable 

status. Option B goes with moving forward. If we are going to have to do it in 12 months time why not 

do it now? No one is decrying the work that has and is being done, I know what it is like. Its not going 

backwards it is preparing for the situation that may present in 12 months time.  

 

Phil Cottle at those meetings Gavin Flint said to move forward in the way we have. Why have you 

Gavin Flint changed your opinion. Gavin Flint says that he has learned more about how charities work 

which has affected his view. Llyr constitution allows trustees to set up sub committees so you wouldn’t 

have to come back to do that unless bylaws need changing. Gavin Flint said they would need 

changing. Llyr the bylaws could be changed at an EGM rather than an AGM. 

 

Steve Moon 2 years to get community asset transfer and may take a year more then look into being 

a sport club. We should just change it at another AGM rather than put in place a structure that we 

don’t need now? Sue Miller asks GF you were a trustee and resign and now want to come back? Why 

not stay as a trustee? Gavin Flint just because a document has my and Conrad Jones’s name on it 

doesn’t mean it was us we were asked by others to do that. Conrad Jones gave his opinion and I 

gave mine as a long standing member. We agreed to put our names on it to represent others. Gavin 

Flint declines to answer why resigned.  

 

Ron Smith - agree with Conrad Jones and Gavin Flint but states that we can’t vote on something that 

is so up in the air. Once we hit the million pound mark what is that? Conrad Jones it’s charitable 

donations and that we are far off that mark. If we knew who these outside club reps would be then 

how can we vote. It is not clear enough. Rob continues - if we get to that point then - any donations 

lined up? Steve Moon £150,000 currently.  

 

Mike Foster interested that you can have none members as trustees. Gives us some options to have 

people with influence. Also feel that should plan now to form that community sports club. Believe 
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option A and bed in then grow it. We don’t want to build a big structure - we can gravitate towards 

that.  

 

Andrew Ferguson lease 27 to 99 linked to council - they have requested an agreement in principle. 

Why can’t we go for that? We can then think of re-structuring the club. Llyr it is down to the trustees. 

Members can ask them to do that. It is cart and horse. You may not get it. Agreement in principle for 

the club to suggest. 

 

Chris Davies - if go to option C (B) management can make a decision without notifying the trustees 

then who is responsible. Llyr it will be set out what they can do. If they acted beyond those powers it 

could make the decision null and void. Ultimately the trustees are responsible. Limited liability in any 

event unless fraud or negligence.  

 

Paul Barnes lets vote. 

 

Useful to hear CJ and GF. Opinion take first step and let it settle in and work forward. Small step and 

now all aware what we need to do if we get to that funding stage. 

 

Call for vote.  

Option A - 55 

Option B - 4 

Abstentions - 1 

 

Postal votes (15 on time 11 for A and 4 for option B) 

 

Option A - 66  

Option B - 12 

 

AGM 22/7 7:30pm. Llyr will review whether postal voting can be used for that meeting. Next Thursday 

deadline for nominations in order for it all to go to members. Llyr co-opt sub committee reps. 

 

(Meeting ended 21: 09:01) 
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